Put patients in the driver’s
seat with cloud-powered care
Eliminate unnecessary staff admin while
improving overall patient experience
Benefits for your patients
As healthcare IT moves into the cloud,
organizations have the opportunity to

Better informed

cloud-power their healthcare workers and

Give patients better access to

personalize patient experiences. Your patients are
consumers. More than ever before, they are
“shopping” for healthcare services, seeking out
the best overall experience when receiving care.

personalized and informative
information with individual devices
and self-service kiosks.
Improved experience

Hospitals that offer a superior
patient experience have been
shown to have 50% higher
margins than their peers.1

With the technical and administrative
aspect of healthcare reduced, patients
have more time with their doctor.
Personalized care
Instant access to patient data drives
more personalized care.

Provide a better patient
experience with increased
patient facetime
With Chrome Enterprise, your staff can move from
legacy devices to mobile, cloud-native solutions to
get seamless, real-time access to information to
better assist patients. And with its low total cost
of ownership, multiple layers of security and ease of
management, you can easily provide patients access
to Chrome devices to keep them better
informed--eliminating staff admin time and better
engaging patients in their care.
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Enhance the patient experience
with Chrome Enterprise
In-room entertainment and information
Enable patients to request assistance, keep tabs
on their healthcare, securely browse the web, or
stream content for entertainment through a
lightweight, easy-to-use loaner device.
Self-service
Self-service kiosks streamline the check-in and
check-out process, facilitate information
collection, and reduce the administrative burden
on staff.

Because Google makes us more
efficient, employees have more
time to spend caring for patients.
With more time tending to
patients' needs, we can fulfill our
company mission. Now that's
good medicine.
Sy Zahedi, CEO, MedXM

Find out more about how Google Chrome Enterprise can transform
your healthcare operations at
cloud.google.com/chrome-enterprise/healthcare/
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